Clay Cutters & Wires

Quantity discounts apply on
multiples of the same item

Mud Tools clay shredders are the best
ways we’ve seen yet to remove lots of clay
in a hurry. The Stainless Steel heavy cone
shredder is great for large work.
HW1 .........Compact Shredders..............$10.00
HW1A .......(2 Replacement Screens).....0$7.00
SCO...........Cone Shredder......................$12.00
SF..............Flat Shredder.........................$12.00

Clay Cutters

Mud Tools Mudwire

K38 (36”L)............$4.54....... $3.64.......$3.18

Stainless Steel wires resist kinking. Polymer
handles shaped for good grip. Black is
heavier wire for larger pots, platters & big
slabs off a block of clay. Replacement wires
are avaiable in packages of 3 for $10.00

DW104..............(heavy duty)..............$5.00 ea

HW4........Carving Bow - Straight............$45.00

1-5 @

6-11 @

12+ @

K35.......................$3.99....... $3.20.......$2.80
K36.......................$4.70....... $3.76.......$3.29
K37 (Twisted).........$4.84....... $3.87.......$3.39

HW4R......Replacement Wire ..................$10.00
K35 Wire

K36
Nylon

HW1

HW6........Carving Bow - Twist Wire.........$45.00
HW6R......Replacement Wire...................$16.00
HW8........17” length - heavy duty........... $9.00
HW9........15” length................................ $8.00

K37
Twisted

SF

K38 Long

HW10......15” max length - curly.............$10.00
HW4
HW6

HW4
SCO

PCC

Xiem’s clay shredder has sharp tempered
steel blades which are easily replaceable
with a quick release knob - no tools
needed. Lightweight, handles large
areas and is easy to use.
XS.......................................................... $8.95
XSB........Blade replacement................ $4.25

HW8

DW104
Heavy

Amaco Adjustable Clay Slicer
Cuts up to 7” wide. Bar adjusts in ¼”
increments from 3/8” to 3-1/8” thick.
PCC............frame............................. $17.95
PCCW........ replacement wire............ $6.00

Scoring Tools
Xiem Retractable tool
This retractable scoring tool has 6 sharp
tines to ensure depth and precision of
scoring marks and will retract back into the
plastic sheath for safety.
XST39................................................$5.95

HW10

HW9

XS

Xiem Pro-Cutting Wire
The Pro-Cutting wires are 11”-19” in length.
The smaller wire is for small to medium
work so you don’t have to wrap the wire
around your fingers. Pro-Cutting Wires are in
a clear case to keep wires tangle free
PCW11...........11” wire length.............. $5.95
PCW13...........13” wire length.............. $5.95
PCW13W........13” wavy wire................ $5.95
PCW19...........19” wire length.............. $5.95

Clay Edger
A flat running edge to level
so you can create curved
edges on your work! Two
sizes: 10mm and 15mm
wide. Bottom image shows
what it can do.

PCW11

PCW13

CW18................. $13.50
PCW13W

•georgies.com/xiem.tools •
Scoring Tool
Great for scoring clay with hand building.
Has 5 pins.

PCW19

Bevel Cutters
Two sizes for clean cuts on your slab work
at 45° and 60°angles.
CW12...... (large).............................. $11.50
CW12S.... (small)............................. $7.50

CI05 ..................................................$6.00
CW12S

X Angle Beveler by Xiem Tools
This is an essential tool - especially for slab
and tile work for clean cuts at 30, 45° and
60° angles.
XB ..................................................... $9.95

CW12

Catalog prices change over time. For the most current prices call us or visit our website.
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